
A state/event temporal deonti logiJulien Brunel, Jean-Paul Bodeveix, Mamoun FilaliInstitut de Reherhe en Informatique de ToulouseUniversité Paul Sabatier118 route de Narbonne, 31062 Toulouse, Frane{brunel,bodeveix,�lali}�irit.frAbstrat. This paper studies a logi that ombines deonti and tem-poral aspets. We �rst present a state/event temporal formalism andde�ne a deonti extension of it. Then, we study the interation betweenthe temporal dimension and the deonti dimension. We present somelogial properties, onerning formulas where deonti and temporal op-erators are nested, and disuss their intuitive meaning. We fous morepartiularly on the properties of obligation with deadline and de�ne aspei� operator to express this notion.1 IntrodutionDeonti logi is useful for speifying normative systems, i.e., systems whih in-volve obligations, prohibitions, and permissions. Appliations an be found inomputer seurity, eletroni ommere, or legal expert systems [21℄.In this paper, we are interested in appliations where both temporal anddeonti notions appear. For instane, it may be interesting to express an aessontrol poliy in whih the permissions depend on time, or events. Suh a poliyan be alled an availability poliy [8℄.Consider a simple resoure monitoring problem. An availability poliy on-sists in giving a set of obligations and permissions for users to use resoures.� useri has the permission to use the resoure r for 5 time units ontinuously,and he must be able to aess it 15 time units after asking, at the latest� useri has always the permission to use the resoure r, and he has to releaseit after 5 time units of utilization� If useri is asking for the resoure and he has the permission to use it, thenthe system has the obligation to give it to him before 5 time units� If useri uses the resoure without the permission, he must not ask for itduring 10 time unitsThe ases where permissions (idem with obligations and prohibitions) aregranted may depend on the temporal events of the system, as in the two �rstsentenes. But in the two last sentenes, we see that permissions and prohibi-tions are granted aording to other deonti notions. The last sentene gives forinstane a prohibition if an obligation is violated.



Cuppens and Saurel have used in [8℄ prediate logi. They have exhibitedfour dediated prediates to express a poliy - whih gives a limited expressivepower - and about ten formulas to hek that the system does not violate thepoliy. Our goal is to de�ne a language whih allows to speify easily availabilitypoliies, or other systems in whih time and norms play an important role.We will �rst present a state/event extension of the temporal logi LTL[18℄.Setion 3 de�nes a deonti extension of this formalism. Then, we will disuss insetion 4 about properties of formulas where temporal and deonti operators arenested. In setion 4, we will partiularly fous on obligation with deadline.2 State/Event extensions of LTLWe present here an extension of the state based Linear Temporal Logi (LTL)[18℄.We will �rst disuss about the notions of event and ation. Then we will presenta state/event extension of Kripke strutures. We will also present the logi whihis interpreted on suh strutures : State/Event Linear Temporal Logi[5℄ (SE-
LTL), a state/event extension of LTL. Note that these extensions do not inreasethe expressiveness, but allow to express behaviours in a muh more suint way(see [5℄ for more details).2.1 Events or ations?The notion of event is lose to an ation in dynami logi [12℄. But an event isatomi, and has no duration. The ations an be omposed with several om-binators: sequene, hoie, iteration, onverse. Some propositions to ombinedynami and temporal logis [13℄ strengthen the temporal operator until U .
ϕ1U

αϕ2 means that ϕ1Uϕ2 is satis�ed along some path whih orresponds tothe exeution of the ation α. This gives a good expressive power, but the spei-�ation of properties an be muh harder. For instane, onsider the sentene �If
useri uses the resoure, he will release it�. in_usei is a proposition, and releaseian event (or an atomi ation in dynami logi). In a state/event logi, we ex-press it naturally: in_usei ⇒ F releaseiBut in a dynami temporal logi, we annot put ations and propositions at thesame level. We have to use spei� operators to introdue ations: in_usei ⇒
⊤ UΣ∗;releasei ⊤where Σ represents any atomi ation.Moreover, in many ases the omposition of events, an be expressed with-out using the ombinators of dynami logi. For instane, the formula e1 ∧Xe2expresses that the event e1 happens, followed by e2, whih orresponds to theation e1; e2 in a dynami logi. The formula e1Ue2 means that there is an arbi-trary number of exeutions of e1, followed by an exeution of e2, and orrespondsto the exeution of the omposed ation e1∗ ; e2.Besides, the semantis of events is muh simpler, and there exists e�ienttools for state/event logis [5,4℄. In the rest of this paper, we have preferredevents to ations.



2.2 Labeled Kripke StruturesWe de�ne here a labeled Kripke struture. Although it has the same expres-sive power than event free Kripke struture, it is an interesting implementationformalism beause it allows to express behaviours in a muh more suint way.De�nition 1 (LKS). A labeled Kripke struture (LKS) over (P, E) is a tuple
(S, I, T, α, β, λ, ν) where� P is a ountable set of atomi propositions that label the states.� E is a ountable set of events that label the transitions.� S is a ountable set of states.� I ⊆ S is a set of the initial states.� T is a set of transition identi�ers, hereafter simply alled transitions.� α : T → S is a funtion whih assoiates eah transition with its sourestate.� β : T → S is a funtion whih assoiates eah transition with its destinationstate.� λ : T → E is a funtion whih assoiates eah transition with the eventperformed during the transition.We often write t : s

e
→ s′, where t ∈ T, s, s′ ∈ S, and e ∈ E, to mean that

α(t) = s , β(t) = s′, and λ(t) = eWe suppose that every state has an outgoing transition:
∀s ∈ S ∃(t, e, s′) ∈ T × E × S t : s

e
→ s′1� ν : S → 2P is a valuation funtion whih assoiates eah state with the setof the atomi propositions it satis�es.De�nition 2 (Run and trae). A run ρ = (s0, t0, s1, t1 . . .) of an LKS is anin�nite alternating sequene of states and transitions suh that s0 ∈ I and

∀i ∈ N ∃e ∈ E ti : si
e
→ si+1. We an talk about in�nite runs beause we havesupposed that there is a starting transition from every state.A trae τ = (τpr, τev) over a run ρ = (s0, t0, s1, t1 . . .) is de�ned as follows� τpr : seq(2P ) is the sequene2 of the atomi proposition sets assoiated withthe states of the run

∀i τpr(i) = ν(si)� τev : seq(E) is the sequene of the events assoiated with the transitions ofthe run
∀i τev(i) = ei where ti : si

ei→ si+12.3 SE-LTLWe present now the syntax and the semantis of the spei�ation formalism
SE-LTL [5℄. It is an extension of the state based logi LTL whih takes intoaount both events and propositions.1 this is equivalent to range(α) = S2 seq(E)

def
= N → E is the set of sequenes of elements of E



De�nition 3 (Syntax of SE-LTL). Given a ountable set P of atomi propo-sitions, and a ountable set E of events, a well-formed formula of SE-LTL isde�ned by:
ϕ ::= p ∈ P | e ∈ E | ⊥ | ϕ⇒ ϕ | ϕU+ϕ

ϕ1U
+ϕ2 means that ϕ2 will hold at some point m in the strit future, and

ϕ1 will hold from the next moment until the moment before m.We an de�ne some usual abbreviations:
¬ϕ

def
= ϕ⇒ ⊥ ⊤

def
= ¬⊥

ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2

def
= ¬ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2 ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2

def
= ¬(ϕ1 ⇒ ¬ϕ2)

X ϕ
def
= ⊥ U+ ϕ ϕ1 U ϕ2

def
= ϕ2 ∨ (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ1 U

+ ϕ2)

F ϕ
def
= ⊤Uϕ G ϕ

def
= ¬F ¬ϕThe timed operators (with disrete time) are de�ned as follows:

ϕ1 U6kϕ2

def
=

{

ϕ2 if k = 0
ϕ2 ∨ (ϕ1 ∧X (ϕ1 U6k−1 ϕ2)) else

ϕ1 U=kϕ2

def
=

{

ϕ2 if k = 0
ϕ1 ∧X (ϕ1 U=k−1 ϕ2) elseWe an now de�ne F6kϕ
def
= ⊤ U6k ϕ, F=k ϕ

def
= ⊤ U=k ϕ, and

G6kϕ
def
= ¬F6k(¬ϕ).De�nition 4 (Satisfation). A formula ϕ of SE-LTL is interpreted on a traeof an LKS. Given a trae τ = (τpr , τev), a natural i, and a formula ϕ, we ande�ne the satisfation relation |= by indution on ϕ:

(τ, i) |= p i� p ∈ τpr(i) where p ∈ P

(τ, i) |= e i� e = τev(i) (e will be performed next) where e ∈ E
(τ, i) 2 ⊥
(τ, i) |= ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2 i� (τ, i) |= ϕ1 implies (τ, i) |= ϕ2

(τ, i) |= ϕ1 U
+ ϕ2 i� ∃j > i ((τ, j) |= ϕ2and ∀ i < k < j (τ, k) |= ϕ1)We say that a trae τ satis�es a formula ϕ (τ |= ϕ) if the �rst state of τ satis�es

ϕ.
τ |= ϕ i� (τ, 0) |= ϕWe an easily extend the satisfation relation to labeled Kripke strutures,whih are preferred to sequenes in order to model programs.De�nition 5 (Satisfation by a model and validity). A labeled Kripkestruture M is alled a model of a formula ϕ, and we write M |= ϕ, if all thetraes τ of M satisfy ϕ.A formula ϕ is said to be valid if every LKS satisfy it.



Remark 1 (Extension to onurent events). We have hosen a state/event pointof view, as SE-LTL to build our temporal and deonti language. However, wehave onsidered that several events may happen simultaneously. It follows thatfrom eah state of a sequene, a set of events an be performed. This reveals to beinteresting to model true onurreny (also alled non-interleaved onurreny).For instane , if the model of the system ontains onneted events, they mayhappen simultaneously. It may be the ase with the events start_sound and
start_video in a multimedia ontext. In this ase, the formula start_sound ∧
start_video has to be satis�able.From now, eah transition of an LKS is labeled with a set of events. (λ :
T → 2E .) A trae over a run ρ = (s0, t0, s1, t1, . . .) is a pair τ = (τpr , τev)where τpr ∈ seq(2P ) is de�ned as for SE-LTL, and τev ∈ seq(2E) is now asequene of sets of events. We all the extension of SE-LTL to onurrent eventsState/Conurrent Events LTL (SCE-LTL).De�nition 6 (Syntax of SCE-LTL). The syntax of SCE-LTL is the sameas the syntax of SE-LTL. Only the semantis of the events di�ers.De�nition 7 (Semantis of SCE-LTL). The semantis of an event in SCE-
LTL is de�ned by

τ, i |= e i� e ∈ τev(i) where e ∈ E

e is satis�ed if it is one of the events that are going to be performed simultane-ously.The other formulas have the same semantis as in SE-LTL.3 Deonti extensionWe de�ne here a deonti extension of the state/event formalism desribed insetion 2. In Standard Deonti Logi (SDL) [23,17℄, the semantis of deontimodalities is given by a relation on states (also alled worlds). We extend thisrelation to ombine both deonti and temporal aspets.We �rst present deonti labeled Kripke strutures (DLKS). Then, we de�nethe logi State/Event Deonti Linear Temporal Logi (SED-LTL), extension of
SCE-LTL with a deonti modality. And in the last part, we disuss about somelogi properties in SED-LTL.3.1 Deonti Labeled Kripke StruturesWe present here a deonti extension of a labeled Kripke struture. In our frame-work, whih desribes temporal behaviours, a world is a LKS. We all theseworlds the alternatives, beause they represent di�erent possible behaviours.They all have the same states and transitions, but the labels (on both states andtransitions) di�er from one alternative to another. Thus, we extend the deontirelation to be a relation on alternatives.



De�nition 8 (Deonti labeled Kripke struture). A deonti labeled Kripkestruture over (P, E) is a tuple (A, a0, S, I, T, α, β, λ, ν, Ro) where� A is a (ountable) set of alternative names (hereafter alled alternatives).� a0 ∈ A is the alternative that orresponds to the real behaviour. The otheralternatives are needed to model the deonti aspets.� S, I, T, α, and β are de�ned as in part 2.2.� λ : A× T → 2E is the valuation funtion whih assoiates eah transition ofan alternative with its label (a set of events that our simultaneously duringthe transition). If t ∈ T , s, s′ ∈ S, E ⊆ E, a ∈ A, we often write t : s → s′to mean that α(t) = s and β(t) = s′, and t : s
E
→
a
s′ to mean that α(t) = s,

β(t) = s′, and λ(a, t) = E.� ν : A × S → 2P is the valuation funtion that assoiates eah state of analternative with a set of atomi propositions. ν(a, s) represents the set of theatomi propositions satis�ed by s ∈ S in the alternative a ∈ A.� Ro ⊆ A×A is the deonti relation whih assoiates eah alternative with theset of its good alternatives. Ro is supposed to be serial.
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Fig. 1. Example of a DLKSThe �gure 1 shows an example of a DLKS in whih there are four alternatives.Thus, eah transition and eah state has four labels. We have not shown therelation Ro.De�nition 9 (Run and trae). As in part 2.3, we de�ne a run ρ = (s0, t0, s1, t1, . . .)of a DLKS as an alternating sequene of states and transitions, suh that so ∈ I,and ∀i ∈ N ti : si → si+1. A trae τ of a run ρ = (s0, t0, s1, t1, . . .) is a pair



(τpr , τev) where the sequenes τpr and τev are now indexed by the alternative.Indeed, through one run, the labels of states and transitions may di�er from onealternative to another.� τpr : A→ seq(2P ) assoiates eah alternative with a sequene of propositionsets.
∀(i, a) ∈ N ×A τpr(a)(i) = ν(a, si)� τev : A→ seq(2E) assoiates eah alternative with a sequene of event sets.
∀(i, a) ∈ N ×A τev(a)(i) = λ(a, ti)
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Fig. 2. Example of a DLKS traeThe �gure 2 shows an illustration of the trae over the run (s0, t0, s1, t1, s2, t2, s2, t3, s3, . . .)of the DLKS of the �gure 1.3.2 Syntax and semantisWe present here the syntax of our spei�ation formalism State/Event DeontiLinear Temporal Logi (SED-LTL), and its semantis.De�nition 10 (Syntax of SED-LTL). Given a ountable set P of atomipropositions, and a ountable set E of events, a well-formed formula of SED-
LTL is de�ned by:

ϕ ::= p ∈ P | e ∈ E | ⊥ | ϕ⇒ ϕ | ϕ U+ ϕ | O(ϕ)The deonti modality O represents the obligation. We an de�ne the permis-sion (P) and the prohibition (F ) as the following abbreviations:P(ϕ)
def
= ¬O(¬ϕ) F (ϕ)

def
= O(¬ϕ)We de�ne some usual operators, and timed operators (with disrete time) asfor SE-LTL (f part (2.3)).We de�ne here the semantis of the formulas in SED-LTL.



De�nition 11 (Satisfation). A formula ϕ is interpreted on a trae τ =
(τpr , τev) of a DLKS. Given a DLKS M, an alternative a, a trae τ , an in-teger i, and a formula ϕ, we an de�ne the satisfation relation |= by indutionon ϕ:
a, τ, i |= p i� p ∈ τpr(a)(i) where p ∈ P

a, τ, i |= e i� e ∈ τev(a)(i) where e ∈ E
a, τ, i 2 ⊥
a, τ, i |= ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2 i� a, τ, i |= ϕ1 implies a, τ, i |= ϕ2

a, τ, i |= ϕ1 U
+ ϕ2 i� ∃i′′ > i suh that a, τ, i′′ |= ϕ2 and

∀i′ i < i′ < i′′ ⇒ a, τ, i′ |= ϕ1

a, τ, i |= Oϕ i� ∀a′ suh that (a, a′) ∈ Ro a′, τ, i |= ϕAn alternative in a trae satis�es a formula if its �rst state satis�es it.
a, τ |= ϕ i� a, τ, 0 |= ϕA DLKS M satis�es a formula if the alternative a0 in the trae of any runsatis�es it.

M |= ϕ i� ∀τ trae of M a0, τ |= ϕA formula is valid if all the DLKS satisfy it.
|= ϕ i� ∀M M |= ϕRemark 2 (Produt). This formalism is very losed to a produt of a temporaland a deonti logi. However, in this ase, the de�nition of a produt [11℄ doesnot math beause of the use of events that makes the temporal semantis moreomplex than in LTL. We plan to study the adaptation of deidability resultsto SED-LTL.Let us onsider the trae of �gure 2. The behaviour of the alternative a0aesses to the resoure while it is permitted, and does not release it after threetime units although it is obliged. This deonti trae satis�es the following for-mulas, whih express the violation of some obligations.

a0, τ |= F=3(O release ∧ ¬release)
a0, τ |= O (access⇒ F63release) ∧ (access ∧ ¬F63release)
a0, τ |= GO (busy ⇒ F63¬busy) ∧ X(busy ∧ ¬F63¬busy)3.3 Expression of availability poliiesWe express here in our formalism the poliies given in the introdution.� useri has the permission to use the resoure r for 5 time units ontinuously,and he must be able to aess it 15 time units after asking, at the latestThe �rst part of this sentene has an ambiguity. It is not lear whether itis forbidden to use the resoure after 5 time units of utilization. The �rstformula does not onsider it is the ase, whereas the seond one does.

G ((access⇒ G65(Puse)) ∧ (request⇒ O(F615 access)))



G ((access⇒ F65O(¬use)) ∧ (request⇒ O(F615 access)))� useri has always the permission to use the resoure r, and he has to releaseit after 5 time units of utilization
G(Puse) ∧G(access⇒ O(F65release))� If useri is asking for the resoure and he has the permission to use it, thenthe system has the obligation to give it to him before 5 time units
G((request ∧Puse) ⇒ O(F65access))� If useri uses the resoure without the permission, he must not ask for itduring 10 time units

G((use ∧O(¬use)) ⇒ O(G610¬request))We have shown that the translation from natural language to our formalism iseasy for suh sentenes, that desribe availability poliies. We now fous on thelogial properties of SED-LTL, and disuss their intuitiveness.3.4 Finiteness of the set of alternativesWe have not disussed yet about the nature of the set A of alternatives. Our�rst idea was to onsider A ountable, by analogy with a usual Kripke struture.But in order to develop a deision proedure, or to reason on some examples, asthe �gure 2, it would be simpler to have a �nite set of alternatives.Let us exhibit a formula whih may be satis�able or unsatis�able, whetherwe onsider A �nite or ountable. Consider the following statement �p is alwayspermitted, and p ought to happen at most one�. It orresponds to the formula
ϕ

def
= GPp ∧ O(AtMostOne(p)), where p ∈ P is an atomi proposition, andAtMostOne(p) is the abbreviation of G(p ⇒ XG¬p), whih means p happensat most one. If we onsider the lass of models suh that A is �nite, ϕ is un-satis�able. Indeed a model of ϕ neessarily ontains a in�nite number of goodalternatives, sine eah point of the alternative a0 satis�es Pp. For eah of thesefuture points, there is an alternative satisfying p di�erent from the other alter-natives. It follows that there are as many alternatives as points in the future.The �gure 3 shows the onstrution of a model of ϕ.In the same way, ϕ is learly satis�able if we onsider that A an be in�nite.This shows that our formalism has not the �nite model property.At a �rst sight, there is no diret ontradition in ϕ. Thus, it is in the favourof an in�nite set A of alternatives.3.5 PropertiesIn this part, we will fous on the properties of formulas in whih temporal anddeonti modalities are nested. For instane, PXϕ, or OGϕ.
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a0 Fig. 3. A model for GPp ∧O(AtMostOne(p)The fat that the deonti relation Ro is a relation on sequenes, and not onstates, has onsequenes on suh formulas. Indeed, the good alternatives of a0an be seen as the rules to be obeyed. What is obligatory is then what is truein all the rules, and what is permitted is what is true in at least one rule. Eahof these rules is onsistent from a temporal point of view. For instane, if Xϕis permitted in one state (a0, τ, i), then there exists a good state (a1, τ, i) whihsatis�es Xϕ. Sine (a1, τ, i + 1) is a good state of (a0, τ, i + 1), (a0, τ, i) alsosatis�es XPϕ. Then, for any alternative a, trae τ , and natural i, we have
(a, τ, i) |= PXϕ⇒ XPϕIn the same way, we prove the onverse property (a, τ, i) |= XPϕ⇒ PXϕTherefore,

|= PXϕ ⇔ XPϕThis is in aordane with one intuition. Indeed, the natural language givessome ambiguities to the expression �I have the permission to hek in tomorrow�.One an understand that this permission an be withdrawn before tomorrow.That is not our point of view. We onsider the permissions globally, and notfrom an operational point of view. In other words, we do not model hangingnorms. If the permission to hek in does not exist tomorrow, then we annotsay today that we have the permission to hek in tomorrow.The same reasoning shows that the two modalities O and X ommute.
|= OXϕ ⇔ XOϕAs a onsequene, the deonti modalities ommute with the timed operator

F=k (f. part 2.3).
|= OF=k ϕ ⇔ F=k Oϕ
|= PF=k ϕ ⇔ F=k PϕThis is not the ase with the operators F , i.e., the property OFϕ ⇔ FOϕis not valid, whih is intuitive. Indeed, having the obligation to meet ϕ in thefuture does not imply that there will be an immediate obligation to satisfy ϕ. Onthe other hand, we would like the obligation to ontinue while ϕ is not satis�ed.



The general expression of this propagation property is :O(ϕ ∨Xψ) ∧ ¬Oϕ ∧ ¬ϕ ⇒ XOψ (1)We need O(ϕ ∨ Xψ) ∧ ¬Oφ in the hypothesis of (1) rather than onlyO(ϕ ∨Xψ). Indeed, we want to express the fat that the disjuntion ϕ ∨Xψ isobligatory, but not ϕ.A onsequene of the simpler formula O(ϕ ∨ ψ) ∧ ¬ϕ ⇒ XOψ would beO(ϕ) ∧ ¬ϕ ⇒ XOψ, where ψ an be any formula, whih is of ourse notdesirable.However, the property (1) is not valid beause of the semantis of O givenby the deonti relation Ro. The problem does not rely on the addition of thetemporal dimension, but on the interation between obligation and disjuntion.The problem raised by propagation omes from the fat the following propertyis not valid in SDL: O(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2) ∧ ¬Oϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ1 ⇒ Oϕ2The intuition suggests a strong interation between what happens (¬ϕ1 in thisformula) and what is obliged (ϕ1 ∨ϕ2). This interation does not exist in SDL,and thus does not exist either in our formalism. The obligation we model is anorm that does not depend on the fats.We have the same problem with the obligation with deadline (OF6kϕ), be-ause F6kϕ is equivalent to ϕ∨XFk−1ϕ (if k > 1). We will fous on the notionof obligation with deadline, whih is loser to real ases than the obligation tosatisfy ϕ in the future without deadline.So, we would like the following property to be satis�edO F6kϕ ∧ ¬Oϕ ∧ ¬ϕ ⇒ XOF6k−1 ϕAs explained, this property is not satis�ed. To overome this problem, weintrodue a new operator in the next setion.4 Obligation with deadlineIn this part, we will fous on the notion of obligation with deadline. We wantto speify that it is obliged to satisfy ϕ before k time units. We will use thenotation Ok(ϕ).4.1 A �rst de�nitionThe natural way to speify it is : Ok(ϕ)
def
= O(F6k ϕ)Do we have properties that are in aordane with our intuition? First of all,we have the property of monotoniity with respet to the deadline:

|= Ok(ϕ) ⇒ Ok′(ϕ) where k 6 k′



It is in aordane with the �rst intuition we have of obligation with deadline.Indeed, if it is obliged to meet ϕ before k time units, then it is also obliged tomeet ϕ before a greater deadline k′.Another property is the property of monotoniity with respet to ϕ:
|= Ok(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) ⇒ Ok(ϕ1) and |= Ok(ϕ1) ⇒ Ok(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2)However, as we said in part (3.5), the property of propagation of an obligationwith deadline is not satis�ed. It expresses that if it is obliged to satisfy ϕ before

k time units, and if ϕ is not satis�ed now, then in one time unit, it will be obligedto satisfy ϕ before k − 1 time units. It orresponds to the formula:
Ok(ϕ) ∧ ¬Oϕ ∧ ¬ϕ ⇒ XOk−1(ϕ)This is not a valid formula in SED-LTL. Indeed, a model satis�es Okϕ if allthe good alternatives of a0 satisfy ϕ before k time units. But one of these goodalternatives may satisfy ϕ now, and ¬ϕ thereafter. In this ase, the obligationdoes not hold in one time unit, even if ϕ has not been satis�ed.4.2 A new operator for obligation with deadlineThe fat obligation with deadline is not propagated while it is not omplied withimplies that it an be violated without having an immediate obligation at anymoment. In other words, O(F6kϕ)∧¬F6kϕ ∧ G¬Oϕ is satis�able. A solutionis to have a �ounter� whih is set to k when OF6k ϕ holds, and derementedwhile ϕ is not satis�ed. So, we have to de�ne a new operator dediated to theobligation with deadline, Ok(ϕ), whih means that there is an obligation to meet

ϕ before k whih has not been ful�lled yet.
a, τ, i |= Ok(ϕ) i� ∃k′ ∈ N a, τ, i− k′ |= OF6k+k′ ϕ ∧ ¬ϕU=k′ ⊤

∧ ∄k′′ < k + k′ a, τ, i− k′ |= OF6k′′ ϕMore preisely, Ok(ϕ) may be read as �k′ time units ago, there were anobligation to satisfy ϕ before k+k′, and the obligation has not been ful�lled yet�.The seond part of the de�nition (on the seond line) means that k′ time unitsago, there was no obligation to satisfy ϕ before a shorter deadline. Otherwise, animmediate obligation Oϕ would imply Okϕ (for any k) while ϕ is not satis�ed.Beause of this last point, the new operator annot be dedued fromO(F6kϕ).Indeed, if Oϕ is satis�ed at some moment, then O(F6kϕ) is also true, whereas
Ok(ϕ) may not be true. There exists a, τ, i suh that

a, τ, i 2 OF6k(ϕ) ⇒ Ok(ϕ)In the same way, the property of monotoniity with respet to the deadline doesnot hold either: there exists a, τ, i suh that
a, τ, i 2 Ok(ϕ) ⇒ Ok′(ϕ) where k 6 k′
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a0 Fig. 4. Illustration of the obligation with deadline operatorIndeed, unlike the �rst de�nition (f setion 4.1), the new de�nition of Ok(ϕ)onsiders an exat deadline k: what is obligatory is to meet ϕ before k time units,not to meet ϕ before k+1, or k− 1 time units. Of ourse, the fat that Ok(ϕ) isomplied with, whih orresponds to F6kϕ, has the monotoniity property withrespet to k.With a deadline 0, the new operator an be seen as a generalization of theobligation O . Indeed, when ϕ is obligatory, in the sense of O , then O0(ϕ) holds,but the onverse property is not true. For any a, τ, i

a, τ, i |= O(ϕ) ⇒ O0(ϕ)But there exists a, τ, i suh that a, τ, i 2 O0ϕ⇒ Oϕ.Thus, O0 an be seen as a generalised immediate obligation. Indeed, it holds if� there is an expliit immediate obligation O� or there is an obligation with deadline whih has not been ful�lled, and wehave reahed the deadlineFor instane, onsider the ase where we hek that a violation ondition fora formula ϕ does not hold. O0(ϕ)∧¬ϕ is muh stronger that the usual violationondition O(ϕ) ∧ ¬ϕ.Note that sine the semantis of the operator Ok involves the past, we giveproperties for any step i, given a trae τ and an alternative a. Until this point,the temporal operators only involved the future of the urrent state, so theproperties was given at step 0, and thus expressed as validity properties.Figure 4 shows an illustration of obligation with deadline. In the �rst state of
a0, there is an obligation to release the resoure before three time units. Indeed,eah of the three good alternatives of a0 do so. In the seond state, the resourehas not been released, but the obligation does not hold anymore beause one ofthe good alternatives has already released the resoure. But our new operatorOkholds until the deadline is reahed. And in the fourth state, there is a generalisedimmediate obligation to release the resoure.



5 Related workIn this setion, we ompare our formalism with some existing formalisms. Wehave proposed to de�ne both deonti and temporal onepts using a Kripkemodel. In [16,9℄, Meyer proposes a de�nition of deonti notions in dynami logi,based on the redution of deonti logi to alethi modal logi by Anderson [1℄.The idea is to introdue a new proposition V that represents the violation of anobligation, and to de�ne obligation in terms of this violation proposition. Thisdi�ers from our formalism sine we have de�ned deonti onepts by a relationon states of a Kripke model, and then the violation of some obligation O(ϕ) asO(ϕ) ∧ ¬ϕ. A onsequene is that redutionist approahes annot distinguishthe violation of a formula ϕ1 from the violation of another formula ϕ2.Broersen et al. also suggests in [3℄ a redutionist approah. The goal is tomodel obligations with deadline in the branhing time logi CTL (ComputationTree Logi [6,19℄), using a violation onstant and an ideality onstant. The dead-line is a formula and not a onrete duration as suggested in this paper. This isan interesting point of view whih an be onsidered as a more abstrat point ofview as ours. Dignum et al. [10℄ have also proposed a redutionist approah tostudy the spei�ation of deadlines.Some other formalisms represent both time and deonti notions using rela-tions on states in Kripke models. For instane, in [22,20℄ there is no onstraintthat link the two relations (deonti and temporal). This is another possible in-terpretation of the natural language, whih orresponds to the ase where theobligations an hange over time. We have hosen here to model obligations thatannot be withdrawn, or added if they are in ontradition with previous obli-gations. For instane, OGp∧X¬Op and OGp∧XO(¬p) are both unsatis�ablein SED-LTL. If one gets the obligation to always establish p, this obligationannot be withdrawn tomorrow, and a new obligation annot be added if it isin ontradition with the previous one.In [7℄, Cuppens et al. present the formalism NOMAD whih an be onsid-ered as a starting point of our study. Nevertheless, the only temporal operatoris �next�, and there is a distintion between two kinds of obligations: ontextualobligations, and e�etive obligations. Moreover, they have hosen a representa-tion of ations whih di�ers from our onurrent events. Ations have a duration,and they are observed via the three prediates start, done, and doing.Aqvist proposes in [2℄ a logi that ombines temporal and deonti modalities.His model di�ers from ours. The deonti relation assoiates two states of twohistories only if they share the same past. This implies an interesting interationbetween the two dimensions. The temporal operator is the �absolute� operator
Rt (�it holds at the time t that�) instead of the �relative� operators X and U ,whih are more expressive.We have talked in this paper neither about the entities who give the obli-gations, nor about those who are onerned by the obligations. For instane,[15,20℄ present a formalism where the deonti modalities are indexed by agents.There are in the model as many deonti relations as there are agents. It would beinteresting to integrate these aspets whih would give a greater expressiveness.
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